PaintStitch & PhotoStitch Software
Monthly Meeting

PaintStitch is a unique technique that will give
you a photo-realistic embroidery stitch out using
advanced algorithms in the Artistic Digitizer software.

Instructions


Open the Artistic Digitizer software.



Check you have the correct hoop and machine selected.



Check you have the correct fabric selected.



Click on the open icon.



Locate Artwork #IMG_7986.

To find the folder of built-in’s
1.

Open Libraries in the left hand side of the screen.

2.

Open Documents

3.

Open Embroidery Designs.

4.

Open Artistic Digitizer 1.5

5.

Open PaintStitch Samples

6.

Select #IMG_7986.



Select Open as PaintStitch.



Set the design height according to the hoop size chosen.



The completed embroidery design will now appear on the
screen.



You can now set the embroidery design to your machine
to be stitched out.
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PhotoStitch
In PhotoStitch software automatically recognizes the colour gradation of any back drop image and set fill stitches on it.
The fill stitch are stain bars that cover the backdrop image area.

Instructions


Open the Artistic Digitizer software.



Check you have the correct hoop and machine selected.



Check you have the correct fabric selected.



Click on the open icon.



Locate Artwork #DPP_a0042b.



Select Open as PhotoStitch.



Set the design height and width according to the hoop size chosen.



The completed embroidery design will now
appear on the screen.



You can now set the embroidery design to your
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Density
Higher values will reduce the number of stitches and the detail of the design and lower values will do the
opposite.
The default setting is 0.71mm which us not affected by the selected fabric.
The minimum density setting possible is 0.40mm

Length
Sets the length of PaintStitch stitches.
Higher value produce more artistic and fuzzier results.
Lower value produces more detailed results. The default value is 2.4mm and the minimum possible
setting is 1.5mm.

Smoothing
Sets the randomness of the stitches and makes the stitches become smoother. The software
automatically decides which parts will be smoothed out.

NONE—the random stitches are more numerous.
STANDARD– the stitches becomes even more parallel and less random.
HIGH—the maximum amount of smoothing is applied and the stitches become even more parallel and
less random.

Blending
Sets the level at which the colours are blended.
NONE—No blending will be made between the design’s colours. The edges between different colours/
shapes will be over lap.
LOW—A small amount of blending will be made between the designs colours.
STANDARD—(Default Setting) A medium amount of blending will be made between the designs colours.
HIGH– A large amount of blending will be made between different colours. The overlapping between
different colours/shapes will be a high level.
FULL—the maximum possible amount of blending will be made between the design’s colours. The overlapping between different colours/shapes will be full level.
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Brightness
With this value you can increase or decrease the brightness of the
PaintStitch. This can be set from –240 up to 240. By changing this value you
can change the colours in the embroidery design, increasing the Brightness
will give your
embroidery a pastel finish.

Contrast
This can set from –240 up to 240. This function is similar to the contrast
option that most photo editing software have. By changing this value
you can change the colours in the embroidery design, increasing the
Contrast will give your embroidery a darker finish.
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